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On the second week of school after Eid Holiday, our Physics teacher, Mr. Nursyamsudin,
gave us an assignment to make three atom models, each from Thomson, Rutherford, and
Bohr. At first we thought of this as complicated but as time went by, we began to come
to the realization that it is worth our try and our journey to the nucleus of atoms
officially started.

First stop : Joseph John Thomson

This was the first destination of our journey. Joseph John Thomson, on 1904, proposed an

idea of plum pudding model. Why be called plum pudding model? Because in this model,

the atom is composed of electrons surrounded by a soup of positive charge to balance the

electrons' negative charges, like negatively charged "plums" surrounded by positively

charged "pudding".

We made the model at school, canteen to be exact, on Saturday, September 15th,

2012 after buying the materials needed on Thursday at Toko Kemanggisan (Tokem). After

several discussions, we grabbed beads with different colors and shapes, bowls used to eat

Ramen, playdough, and wires.

It wasn’t hard making Thomson’s atomic model. We sticked two bowls with a tape

and coated them with pink playdough, and after that we put the beads into the wire and

attached them to the playdough. For the final packaging, we placed the atom model at

the basket and covered it with plastic to prevent it from dust.

The heart-shaped beats were used because we wanted to make the atom more

colorful, and we covered them with pink playdough because it will be easier for the beads

(electrons) to be attached to the bowl.
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Second Stop : Rutherford

Hello! Welcome to the second adventure of our journey to the nucleus of atoms!

It’s such an honour to still have you read this. I hope you can put up with us until the

journey ends  So, in 1909, Rutherford stated that in the planetary model of atom, the

electron should emit energy and spirally fall on the nucleus. We planned our model of his

atomic theory to look just like spiral mosquito repellent.

A week after the journey to Thomson’s atomic theory, we realized we were low on

materials, thus we decided to go to Toko Kemanggisan by M-24 public transportation

(angkot). After we stopped the angkot, while we were crossing the street, the driver said,

“Be careful.” Something common angkot drivers seldom do.

The surprise was not over yet. When we were inside the angkot, he asked us

whether we were from SMA Negeri 78 in English. We said yes, and he told us that his son

graduated from there three years ago and now continued his study in University of

Indonesia. We still vividly remembered he said, “I am poor. I have no money, but I am

very lucky.” The driver speaks English so fluently, and we could tell people other than us

were surprised too.  When we reached Tokem, we knew it was God’s way of supporting us,

of telling us something. Come to think of it, if we were not low on materials, if we were

minutes late leaving the school, if one of us bought something at the canteen first, we

wouldn’t have a chance to meet that angkot driver. And you know what? Now everytime

we stop an angkot, we wish it was him being the driver.

At Tokem, we rushed to buy ribbons, wires, styrofoam paper, and went back to

school. I’m going to tell you how we made the Rutherford’s atomic model: First, we cut

the styrofoam paper in the shape of circle, and put it in the bowl. Second, the silver-

colored paper was sticked to the end of the bowl so it’d look neat, after that we covered

the wire in pink and blue ribbons and formed it like a spiral mosquito repellent. The clock

showed it was 4.30 PM already so we went home and decided to continue the work the

next day.

Friday it was, one of us, Gabriela, brought flanelettes and dacrons (dacron is a soft

material used to fill up the dolls, we like it better describing it as doll’s anatomy) to

school. She said both would be used to make electrons surrounding our atom model. Our

next jobs began: Attaching the ribbon-covered spiral wire to the bowl, cutting the

flanelettes into circles, putting them to the bottom side of the spiral wire, filling them

with dacrons, before finally sticking other flanelettes to the top side of the spiral. It was
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like two layers of white bread filled with chocolate jam. Acting as the white bread was

the flanelettes and the chocolate jam was the dacrons.

Transforming the straight wire into a spiral one was quite complicated, it was very

rigid and once it reached close to spiral, it did not look good. So the idea of covering it

with ribbons first came, and it worked. The wire became easy to be shaped into a spiral

form. The bowl was used for its steadiness being a buffer, and the flanelettes + the

dacrons were chosen to be electrons because compared to beads we once used to make

Thomson’s atom model, it was easier for them to be attached to the ribbon-covered spiral

wire.

Last Stop : Niels Bohr

Our last journey was to the center of Niels Bohr’s atomic theory. We started it on

Wednesday, September 26th, 2012 at school. The Bohr model, introduced by Niels Bohr in

1913, depicts the atom as a small, positively charged nucleus surrounded by electrons that

travel in circular orbits around the nucleus—similar in structure to the solar system.

We wanted a little “twinkle twinkle” in our atomic model, so Rahmi bought a light

people frequently use to shine up a Christmas tree. The bowl and wire were still with us

because they were strong enough to respectively be the body of the atom and the orbits

of the electrons. Ping pong ball was for the nucleus of the atom, and the flanelettes +

dacrons for the electrons.

The steps we underwent to make Bohr’s atomic model: We sticked the circle-

shaped black carton paper with styrofoam paper on the bottom side of it to the bowl,

covered the light with embroidery threads and wire, arranged it in such a way so that it’d

look like the orbits of the atom placed on the bowl. After we were done with the orbits,

we started working on the electrons. The electrons were made from flanelettes filled with

dacrons. The last thing was to place a ping pong ball in the center of atom.

We chose a black carton attached to the styrofoam paper because when the light is

turned on, the color doesn’t reflect so the way the light shines looked really beautiful.

The light itself was covered with embroidery threads and wire because they were in

charge of making it easy to be shaped. This time it was too not rigid so we needed the

wire to help us out, you can say it was the opposite of the technique we used to make

Rutherford.
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Photo Gallery:

Here’s the sneak peek on how fun our journey is!

(Left – Right : The materials)

(Left – Right : Our Thomson’s atomic model – The making of Thomson’s atomic model)

(Left – Right : Flanelettes + Dacrons – Rutherford’s atomic model)

(Left – Right : The light used in our Niels Bohr’s atomic model – Our Niels Bohr’s atomic model)


